# Phonics Sort

## /t/ Words

### Objective:

Students sort /t/ words into groups.

### Materials:

Word cards with the /t/ sound (pages 2-4)

### Set up:

Cut the cards on the dotted lines.

### How to Play:

Students sort the cards into 3 different word groups.

- **Begins with T**
  - truck
  - table
  - toys
  - train
  - ten
  - tiger
  - to
  - tap

- **T in the Middle**
  - stop
  - star
  - doctor
  - letters
  - strawberry
  - after

- **Ends with T**
  - bat
  - boat
  - eight
  - coat
  - nest
  - rat
  - sit
  - cut

Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.
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